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Abstract

Let Ln be the n-dimensional second order cone. A linear map from Rm to Rn is called positive
if the image of Lm under this map is contained in Ln. For any pair (n, m) of dimensions, the set of
positive maps forms a convex cone. We construct a linear matrix inequality (LMI) that describes
this cone. Namely, we show that its dual cone, the cone of Lorentz-Lorentz separable elements, is
a section of some cone of positive semidefinite complex hermitian matrices. Therefore the cone of
positive maps is a projection of a positive semidefinite matrix cone. The construction of the LMI
is based on the spinor representations of the groups Spin

1,n−1
(R), Spin

1,m−1
(R). We also show

that the positive cone is not hyperbolic for min(n, m) ≥ 3.

1 Introduction

Let K, K′ be regular convex cones (closed convex cones, containing no lines, with non-empty interior),
residing in finite-dimensional real vector spaces E, E′. A linear map from E to E′ that takes K to K′

is called K-to-K′ positive or just positive, if it is clear which cones are meant [8],[5],[17]. The set of
positive maps forms a regular convex cone. Cones of positive maps frequently appear in applications
[19],[11],[15], but are in general hard to describe. For instance, to decide whether a given linear map
takes the cone of positive semidefinite matrices to itself is an NP-hard problem [2]. However, in a few
low-dimensional cases a description of the positive cone in form of a linear matrix inequality (LMI) is at
hand. This is the case for maps that take the cone of positive semidefinite real symmetric 2×2 matrices
to another positive semidefinite matrix cone or a Lorentz cone. An LMI description is also available for
those maps that take the cone of positive semidefinite complex hermitian 2 × 2 matrices to a Lorentz
cone or a positive semidefinite matrix cone of size 3 × 3 [23]. Recently the author constructed also an
LMI description for maps that take the cone of positive semidefinite real symmetric 3 × 3 matrices to
a Lorentz cone. Note that the cone of positive semidefinite real symmetric (complex hermitian) 2 × 2
matrices is isomorphic to the Lorentz cone in dimension 3 (4). Related results are the LMI description
of the set of quadratic forms that are positive on the intersection of an ellipsoid with a half-space and
generalisations of the S-lemma to the matrix case [18],[13].

One of the simplest cones used in conic programming is the second order cone or Lorentz cone. In
this contribution we consider positivity of maps with respect to two Lorentz cones. The corresponding
cones of positive maps are in a somewhat peculiar situation. On the one hand, a description of these
cones by a nonlinear matrix inequality, which is based on the S-lemma, is known for decades. Moreover,
these cones are efficiently computable [14]. This means that for a given point in the space of linear maps
one can readily decide whether the point represents a positive map and if not, furnish a hyperplane
that separates it from the cone of positive maps. This allows the use of polynomial-time black-box
algorithms such as the ellipsoid algorithm [3] for solving optimisation problems over this cone of positive
maps.

However, a description of these cones by a linear matrix inequality was long elusive. Moreover,
it was not even known whether the cones of positive maps defined with respect to two Lorentz cones
of dimension ≥ 5 possess an LMI description or whether they or their duals are hyperbolic (i.e. their
boundary is defined by the zero set of a hyperbolic polynomial [1]). In this contribution we construct
such a description. We show that the dual to the cone of positive maps, namely the cone of Lorentz-
Lorentz separable elements, is a section of a cone of positive semidefinite matrices. The cone of
positive maps itself is then a projection of a positive semidefinite matrix cone. It follows that the
cone of Lorentz-Lorentz separable elements is hyperbolic, because its boundary is defined by the zero
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set of the determinant of the constructed LMI. We present a simple description of the corresponding
determinantal polynomial. We also show that the cone of positive maps itself is not hyperbolic, even
for Lorentz cones in dimension 3.

The paper is structured as follows. At the end of this introductory section we give a precise definition
of the studied objects. In the next section we provide the necessary mathematical tools by giving an
overview over Clifford algebras, special orthogonal groups and spin groups, their representations and
Lie algebras, and relations between these objects. In Section 3 we consider the known description of
the cone of positive maps in terms of a nonlinear matrix inequality and scaling of positive maps by the
automorphism group of the Lorentz cone. The aim of this section is to construct a polynomial whose
zero set defines the boundary of the Lorentz-Lorentz separable cone. At the same time we show that
such a polynomial does not exist for the cone of positive maps itself, which implies that the latter is
not hyperbolic. In Section 4 we show that a power of the polynomial describing the boundary of the
Lorentz-Lorentz separable cone coincides with the determinant of an LMI that is based on the spinor
representations of a spin group. This polynomial is hence hyperbolic. We construct the LMI explicitly.
In the last section we draw some conclusions.

Definitions

Throughout the paper m, n are positive natural numbers.

Definition 1.1. The cone Ln ⊂ Rn defined by

Ln =

{
(x0, x1, . . . , xn−1)

T ∈ Rn

∣∣∣∣x0 ≥
√

x2
1 + · · ·+ x2

n−1

}

is called the n-dimensional second order cone or Lorentz cone.

The Lorentz cone can equivalently be described by the inequalities

x0 ≥ 0, x2
0 − x2

1 − · · · − x2
n−1 ≥ 0. (1)

It is a regular (closed pointed with nonempty interior) convex cone. This cone is self-dual, i.e. it
coincides with its dual cone with respect to the standard Euclidean scalar product on Rn.

Remark 1.2. Let E be a real vector space equipped with a scalar product 〈·, ·〉 and let K ⊂ E be a
convex cone. Then the dual cone K∗ is defined as the set of elements y ∈ E such that 〈x, y〉 ≥ 0 for
all x ∈ K.

Definition 1.3. A linear map M : Rm → Rn is called positive if M [Lm] ⊂ Ln.

The self-duality of Ln and Lm implies that M : Rm → Rn is positive if and only if MT : Rn → Rm

is positive.

We will represent linear maps from Rm to Rn by real n×m matrices. The elements of these matrices
will carry two indices which run from 0 to n − 1 and m − 1, respectively. So, the upper left corner
element of the matrix M will be denoted by M00. The set of positive maps forms a regular convex
cone in the nm-dimensional real vector space of real n × m matrices. We denote this cone by Pn,m.

Definition 1.4. A real n × m matrix is called separable if it can be represented as a sum of rank 1
matrices of the form xyT , where x ∈ Ln, y ∈ Lm.

The empty sum is defined to be the zero matrix here. The set of separable matrices also forms a
regular convex cone in the space of n × m real matrices. We will denote this cone by Sepn,m.

On the vector space of n × m real matrices we have the usual Euclidean scalar product defined by
〈M1, M2〉 = tr (M1M

T
2 ). Using the self-duality of Ln and Lm, it is straightforward to show that the

cones Pn,m and Sepn,m are dual to each other with respect to this scalar product.

The ultimate goal of the present contribution is to construct a linear matrix inequality describing
Pn,m. More precisely, we want to find a finite number of equally sized complex hermitian matrices
A1, . . . , AN , N ≥ nm such that a real n × m matrix M is contained in Pn,m if and only if

∃ c1, . . . , cN−nm ∈ R :

n−1∑

k=0

m−1∑

l=0

MklAnl+k+1 +

N−nm∑

k=1

ckAk+nm � 0.

By self-duality of the cone of positive semidefinite matrices an LMI description of Pn,m furnishes also
an LMI description of Sepn,m and vice versa. We will construct an LMI describing Sepn,m which does
not contain free variables, i.e. for which N = nm in above terms.
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Note that for n ≤ 2 the Lorentz cone Ln is polyhedral with n generating rays. Hence for min(n, m) ≤
2 the cone Pn,m is a direct product of min(n, m) Lorentz cones of dimension max(n, m). In this case
an LMI description is readily available. Throughout the paper we will hence assume min(n, m) ≥ 3.

An identity matrix of size k × k will be denoted by Ik. A zero matrix of size k × l will be denoted
by 0k×l or just by 0. The canonical basis elements of Rn will be denoted by en

k , k = 0, . . . , n − 1. The
canonical basis elements of the space of real n × m matrices will be denoted by ekl, k = 0, . . . , n − 1,
l = 0, . . . , m− 1.

By int X we denote the interior of the set X, and by ∂X its boundary.

2 Clifford algebras and spin groups

In this section we provide the mathematical tools to study the symmetry groups of the cones Pn,m and
Sepn,m. The material contained in this section is from standard sources on Clifford and Lie algebras
and groups and their representations [16],[12],[4],[21],[22].

As can be seen from (1), the definition of Ln involves a nonsingular indefinite quadratic form of
signature (1, n − 1). Let us denote the matrix of this form by Jn,

Jn =

(
1 0
0 −In−1

)
.

From (1) we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. If x ∈ ∂Ln, then xTJnx = 0, and if x ∈ int Ln, then xTJnx > 0. On the other hand,
xT Jnx = 0 implies x ∈ ∂Ln or −x ∈ ∂Ln and xT Jnx > 0 implies x ∈ int Ln or −x ∈ int Ln.

The real generalized orthogonal group O1,n−1(R) associated with the form Jn is the group of real
n × n matrices A that leave Jn invariant, i.e. that obey the relation AJnAT = Jn. This relation
implies AJnAT JnA = JnJnA = A, which in turn yields AT JnA = Jn. Hence O1,n−1(R) is invariant
with respect to transposition. This group is a Lie group consisting of 4 connected components. The
connected component of the identity In is called the restricted special orthogonal group SO+

1,n−1(R).
It consists of those elements from O1,n−1(R) which have determinant 1 and leave the Lorentz cone
Ln invariant. There are two connected components of O1,n−1(R) whose elements map Ln onto itself,
one with elements with determinant 1 and the other with elements with determinant −1. These two
components also form a Lie group, which is a subgroup of O1,n−1(R). We will call this group Aut(Ln).
Actually, this is a little abuse of notation because the automorphism group of the Lorentz cone is
the direct product of Aut(Ln) with the multiplicative group R+. However, Aut(Ln) consists of those
automorphisms of Ln which leave Jn invariant. The group SO+

1,n−1(R) serves also as the connected
component of the identity of the group Aut(Ln) and shares its Lie algebra with it. Thus it is not
surprising that SO+

1,n−1(R) and SO+
1,m−1(R) play a major role in describing the symmetries of the

cones Pn,m and Sepn,m. Let us investigate these groups in detail.
The group SO+

1,n−1(R) is not simply connected, rather its fundamental group equals that of the
special orthogonal group SOn−1(R), which is Z for n = 3 and Z2 for n ≥ 4. Closely related to the
special orthogonal group is the so-called spin group, which is defined via the concept of Clifford algebras.

Definition 2.2. [22] Let Q be a non-degenerate quadratic form on a vector space V . The Clifford

algebra Cl(V, Q) is the universal associative algebra with 1 which contains and is generated by V
subject to the condition v2 = Q(v) for all v ∈ V . If V is a real vector space and Q has signature (p, q),
then the Clifford algebra is denoted by Clp,q(R). For q = 0, p = n, we just write Cln(R).

We will need only Clifford algebras over real vector spaces. Let n = p + q be the dimension of V
and let e1, . . . , en be a basis of V in which Q becomes a diagonal matrix with p 1’s and q −1’s on the
diagonal. Then the elements of this basis anticommute and a basis of the whole Clifford algebra is given
by the ensemble of ordered products ek1ek2 · · ·ekl

with 1 ≤ k1 < k2 < · · · < kl ≤ n, l = 0, . . . , n. The
Clifford algebra has hence 2n dimensions. We extend Q to Clp,q(R) by letting this basis be orthogonal
and setting Q(ek1ek2 · · · ekl

) := Q(ek1)Q(ek2 ) · · ·Q(ekl
).

The Clifford algebra Cl(V, Q) contains a subalgebra, namely the algebra generated by products
ek1ek2 · · ·ekl

with l even. This subalgebra has 2n−1 dimensions and is denoted by Cl0(V, Q). The
subspace spanned by products ek1ek2 · · · ekl

with l odd is denoted by Cl1(V, Q). Any element x ∈
Cl(V, Q) can be written as a sum x = x0 + x1 with x0 ∈ Cl0(V, Q), x1 ∈ Cl1(V, Q). For any
x ∈ Cl(V, Q), decomposed in such a way, let us define x̂ = x0−x1. The element x̂ is called the involute
of x, and the map x 7→ x̂ defines an automorphism of Cl(V, Q).

Denote the even subalgebra of Clp,q(R) by Cl0p,q(R).
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Theorem 2.3. [16, Corollary 13.34] Let n = p + q, p > 0 and consider the Clifford algebras Clp,q(R)
with generators e0, . . . , en−1 (e2

0 = e2
1 = · · · = e2

p−1 = 1, e2
p = · · · = e2

n−1 = −1) and Clq,p−1(R)
with generators f1, . . . , fn−1 (f2

1 = · · · = f2
q = 1, f2

q+1 = · · · = f2
n−1 = −1). Define an algebra

homomorphism θ : Clq,p−1(R) → Clp,q(R) by putting θ(fk) = en−ke0 on the generators. Then the
image of θ is the subalgebra Cl0p,q(R) and θ defines an isomorphism

θ : Clq,p−1(R) ∼= Cl0p,q(R). (2)

One can define a transposition on Clp,q(R). It acts on the basis vectors by reversing the order
of the factors, ek1ek2 · · ·ekl

7→ ekl
ekl−1 · · · ek1 . We denote the transpose of an element x by xt. The

transposition is an anti-automorphism, i.e. (xy)t = ytxt.

Lemma 2.4. Assume the notations of the previous theorem. For any x ∈ Clq,p−1(R), we have θ(x̂t) =

θ̂(x)
t
.

Proof. Since the map x 7→ x̂t is an anti-automorphism, it suffices to check the relation one the gener-

ators fk. We have θ(f̂t
k) = θ(−fk) = −en−ke0 = (ên−ke0)

t = θ̂(fk)
t
.

Definition 2.5. The Clifford group Γ ⊂ Cl(V, Q) is defined to be the set of invertible elements x of
the Clifford algebra such that xvx̂−1 ∈ V for all v ∈ V .

Denote the linear map v 7→ xvx̂−1 by ρx.

Proposition 2.6. [16, Proposition 13.37] For any x ∈ Γ, the map ρx : V → V is orthogonal.

Hence the map ρ : x 7→ ρx is a group homomorphism from Γ to the generalized orthogonal group
of V .

We can repeat this construction for the subspace Y = R⊕V ⊂ Cl(V, Q), where R ⊂ Cl(V, Q) is the
one-dimensional subspace spanned by 1. Define a quadratic form Q′ on Y by Q′(y) = ŷy, y ∈ Y . We
define the group Ω ⊂ Cl(V, Q) as the set of invertible elements x such that xyx̂−1 ∈ Y for all y ∈ Y .
Denote the map y 7→ xyx̂−1 by ρ′x. Then the map ρ′ : x 7→ ρ′x is a group homomorphism from Ω to
the generalized orthogonal group of the space Y , equipped with the quadratic form Q′ [16, Proposition
13.40].

The Clifford group contains a subgroup Γ0 of index 2, namely the intersection Γ ∩Cl0p,q(R).

Theorem 2.7. ([16, Proposition 13.49]) Let n = p + q, p > 0 and consider again the Clifford algebras
Clp,q(R) with generators e0, . . . , en−1 and Clq,p−1(R) with generators f1, . . . , fn−1. Let Vp,q be the vec-
tor space underlying Clp,q(R) and Vq,p−1 be the vector space underlying Clq,p−1(R), and let θ be defined
as in the previous theorem. Let Yq,p−1 = R ⊕ Vq,p−1 ⊂ Clq,p−1(R), equipped with the corresponding
quadratic form Q′(y) = ŷy, and denote by Ωq,p−1 the group of invertible elements in Clq,p−1(R) such
that xyx̂−1 ∈ Yq,p−1 for all y ∈ Yq,p−1. Let further Γ0

p,q be the intersection of the Clifford group of
Clp,q(R) with the even subalgebra Cl0p,q(R). Define a linear map u from Yq,p−1 to Vp,q by putting
u(y) = θ(y)e0 , y ∈ Yq,p−1. Then

(i) the map u is an orthogonal isomorphism,
(ii) for any x ∈ Ωq,p−1, θ(x) ∈ Γ0

p,q and u ◦ ρ′x = ρθ(x) ◦ u,
(iii) the map Θ : Ωq,p−1 → Γ0

p,q defined by Θ : x 7→ θ(x) is a group isomorphism.

Definition 2.8. The spin group Spinp,q(R) is the subgroup of the group Γ0
p,q of elements for which

x−1 = xt.

The Lie algebra of the spin group is represented by the algebra of bivectors ekel of the Clifford
algebra. For elements x of the spin group we have x̂−1 = xt. Denote the restriction of the group
homomorphism ρ to Spinp,q(R) by ς, ς : x 7→ ςx. Then the spin group Spinp,q(R) acts on Vp,q by

ςx : v 7→ xvxt, x ∈ Spinp,q(R), v ∈ Vp,q, (3)

and this action defines a group homomorphism from Spinp,q(R) to the generalized orthogonal group
Op,q(R). Moreover, the image ς[Spinp,q(R)] is exactly the restricted special orthogonal group SO+

p,q(R)
and we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.9. (cf. [16, Proposition 13.48]) The group Spinp,q(R) is a two-fold cover of the restricted
special orthogonal group SO+

p,q(R), the covering map being defined by ς. Its kernel is ±1.

In particular, the spin group has the same Lie algebra as the generalized orthogonal group. Since
the fundamental group of SO+

1,n−1(R) is Z2 for n ≥ 4, the corresponding spin group Spin1,n−1(R) will

be simply connected and is the universal cover group of SO+
1,n−1(R) (likewise for SOn(R) for n ≥ 3).
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Consider the group isomorphism Θ defined in Theorem 2.7. Let Ω′ ⊂ Clq,p−1(R) be the image
of Spinp,q(R) under Θ−1, and let Y = R ⊕ V ⊂ Clq,p−1(R) be equipped with the quadratic form
Q′(y) = ŷy of signature (p, q). Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.10. For any x ∈ Ω′, define the map ς ′x : Y → Y by ς ′x : y 7→ xyxt. Then

(i) for any x ∈ Ω′, the map ς ′x is an orthogonal automorphism of Y ,
(ii) the group Ω′ is isomorphic to Spinp,q(R),
(iii) the map ς ′ : x 7→ ς ′x defines a surjective group homomorphism from Ω′ ∼= Spinp,q(R) to SO+

p,q(R),
the restricted special orthogonal group of Y ,

(iv) the Lie algebra of the subgroup Ω′ is spanned by the generators fk of Clq,p−1(R) and their
bi-products fkfl.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and Definition 2.8, the map ς ′ coincides on its domain of definition with the
map ρ′ appearing in Theorem 2.7. Items (i)–(iii) of the theorem now follow from Theorems 2.7 and
2.9. The Lie algebra of Ω′ is the image of the Lie algebra of Spinp,q(R), that is the subspace spanned
by the bivectors ekel, under Θ−1.

Theorem 2.11. [22] For even n the spin group Spinp,q(R) has two irreducible representations of

dimension 2n/2−1. These representations are called Weyl representations. For odd n Spinp,q(R) has

an irreducible representation of dimension 2(n−1)/2. It is called spinor representation.

These representations are induced by matrix representations of the Clifford algebra itself.

3 Scaling of positive maps

Symmetries facilitate the study of mathematical objects. If properties of an ensemble of objects are to
be studied that are preserved under the action of a transformation group, it is often useful to consider
only orbit representatives which have some particularly simple canonical form. The large symmetry
group of the Lorentz cone will allow us to restrict the study of positive maps to those which have
a particularly simple structure, namely which are diagonal. Moreover, the intersections of the cones
Pn,m and Sepn,m with the subspace of diagonal maps turn out to be polyhedral and hence can be
readily described. In addition, the large symmetry group allows us to extract a full set of invariants
and to relate these invariants with the diagonal entries of the canonical orbit representative in a simple
way. The invariants will depend polynomially on the elements of the positive map. This in turn will
enable us to construct a polynomial whose zero set describes the boundary of Sepn,m, which will be
the ultimate goal of this section.

We start with a well-known description of Pn,m by a nonlinear matrix inequality.

Lemma 3.1. A map

M =

(
1 h
v A

)
∈ Rn×m (4)

is positive if and only if
∃λ ≥ 0 : MT JnM � λJm, |h| ≤ 1,

or equivalently,
∃λ′ ≥ 0 : MJmMT � λJn, |v| ≤ 1.

Here h is a row vector of length m−1, v is a column vector of length n−1 and A is an (n−1)×(m−1)
matrix. Note that the upper left corner element of a nonzero positive map must always be positive.
Since Pn,m is a cone, we do not restrict generality if we put this element equal to 1.

Proof. By definition, M is positive if for any x0 ≥ 0, x ∈ Rm−1 such that x0 ≥ |x| we have y0 ≥ |y|,
where (

y0

y

)
= M

(
x0

x

)
.

We can rewrite this equivalently as

∀x0, x

∣∣∣∣ x0 ≥ 0, (x0 xT )Jm

(
x0

x

)
≥ 0 : x0 + hx ≥ 0, (x0 xT )MT JnM

(
x0

x

)
≥ 0.

By the S-lemma [6],[24] this is equivalent to the conditions

(1 h)T ∈ Ln, ∃λ ≥ 0 : MT JnM � λJm,
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which gives the first set of conditions claimed by the lemma. The second set is obtained by considering
the adjoint map MT .

Lemma 3.2. Let U ∈ Aut(Ln), V ∈ Aut(Lm) be any two automorphisms, represented by square
matrices of appropriate sizes. Let M be an n × m matrix. Then UMV T is in Pn,m if and only if M
is in Pn,m, and UMV T is in Sepn,m if and only if M is in Sepn,m.

The proof of the lemma is trivial.
The lemma states that Aut(Ln)×Aut(Lm) is a subgroup of the automorphism groups of Pn,m and

Sepn,m (an automorphism outside Aut(Ln)×Aut(Lm) for n = m is the transposition of M). Here the
pair (U, V ) ∈ Aut(Ln) × Aut(Lm) acts as M 7→ UMV T .

Definition 3.3. The action defined by M 7→ UMV T of the group Aut(Ln) × Aut(Lm) is called
scaling.

Scaling of positive maps between symmetric cones often allows to make the concerned map doubly
stochastic [7]. This means that the map as well as its adjoint preserve the central ray of the concerned
symmetric cones. The central ray of the Lorentz cone is the ray generated by e0, so in our case doubly
stochastic maps are represented by matrices whose first row and first column are given by (em

0 )T and
en
0 , respectively. In our case, however, we can show an even stronger result.

Theorem 3.4. Let M be in the interior of the cone Pn,m. Then there exists an element (U, V ) ∈
Aut(Ln) × Aut(Lm) such that UMV T is diagonal with nonnegative diagonal elements.

Before proceeding to the proof we state the following obvious result.

Lemma 3.5. A map M is in the interior of Pn,m if and only if it maps every nonzero point of Lm

into the interior of Ln.

Proof of the theorem. Let M ∈ int Pn,m. We consider several cases.

1. M has rank 1. Then it must have the form M = xyT , where x ∈ int Ln, y ∈ int Lm. But for any
vector x in the interior of Ln there exists an element from Aut(Ln) which takes this vector to a point

on the central ray, namely to the point
√

xT Jnxe0. This is because the Lorentz cones are homogeneous
[20]. Hence we find elements U ∈ Aut(Ln), V ∈ Aut(Lm) such that Ux and V y are on the central rays
of Ln and Lm, respectively. It is not hard to see that UMV T will be proportional to e00, which proves
the theorem for this case.

2. M is of rank strictly greater than 1. Define two functions p, q : Rm → R by p(x) = xT Jmx,
q(x) = xT MT JnMx. Then the set N = {(p(x), q(x)) ∈ R2 | x ∈ Rm} is called the joint numerical range
of the matrices J , MT JnM underlying the quadratic forms p, q. It is known [6] that the set N is a
convex cone. Lemma 3.1 states the existence of a number λ ≥ 0 such that q(x) ≥ λp(x) for all x ∈ Rm.
Let λ∗ be the maximal such λ. Since M takes the interior of Lm to the interior of Ln, the set N has a
non-empty intersection with the open first orthant. Therefore λ∗ exists. Moreover, λ∗ > 0, otherwise
we would have λ∗ = 0 and the matrix MT JnM would be positive semidefinite, which is not possible if
the rank of M is strictly greater than 1. We have MT JnM −λ∗Jm � 0 and MT JnM −λ∗Jm−δJm 6� 0
for any δ > 0. Hence there exists x∗ 6= 0 such that q(x∗) − λ∗p(x∗) = (x∗)T (MT JnM − λ∗Jm)x∗ = 0
and p(x∗) = (x∗)T Jmx∗ ≥ 0. If p(x∗) = 0, then either x∗ ∈ ∂Lm or x∗ ∈ −∂Lm by Lemma 2.1. In
the second case we can replace x∗ by −x∗, so let us assume x∗ ∈ ∂Lm. But then Mx∗ ∈ int Ln and
q(x∗) > 0, which contradicts q(x∗) − λ∗p(x∗) = 0. Hence p(x∗) > 0.

Without restriction of generality we can choose x∗ such that x∗ ∈ int Lm (by replacing x∗ by
−x∗ if x∗ ∈ −int Lm) and p(x∗) = 1. Denote Mx∗ by y∗. Since M takes int Lm to int Ln, we have
y∗ ∈ int Ln. In fact, (y∗)T Jny∗ = q(x∗) = λ∗ > 0. Let U ∈ Aut(Lm), V ∈ Aut(Ln) such that
Ux∗ = em

0 and V y∗ =
√

λ∗en
0 .

Define a map M̃ = (λ∗)−1/2V MU−1. By the positivity of M this map is also positive. We have
M̃em

0 = (λ∗)−1/2V MU−1Ux∗ = (λ∗)−1/2V y∗ = en
0 . Since x∗ is contained in the nullspace of the

positive semidefinite matrix MT JnM − λ∗Jm, we have MT JnMx∗ = MT Jny∗ = λ∗Jmx∗. It follows
that

M̃T en
0 = M̃T (Jnen

0 ) = (λ∗)−1/2U−T MT V T (V −T JnV −1)en
0 = (λ∗)−1/2U−T MT Jn[(λ∗)−1/2y∗]

= (λ∗)−1U−T [λ∗Jmx∗] = U−TJmx∗ = JmUx∗ = em
0 .

Hence M̃ is doubly stochastic and can be written in the form (4) with h = v = 0. Let now A = V ′DU ′

be the singular value decomposition of the submatrix A of M̃ . Then the map
(

1 0
0 V ′

)−1

V MU−1

(
1 0
0 U ′

)−1

=
√

λ∗

(
1 0
0 D

)

has the form required by the theorem.
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Remark 3.6. A similar statement for cones of maps that take the positive semidefinite cone to the
positive semidefinite cone was proven by Leonid Gurvits [7].

Corollary 3.7. Let M be in the interior of the cone Pn,m. Then there exists an element (U, V ) ∈
SO+

1,n−1(R) × SO+
1,m−1(R) such that UMV T is diagonal.

Proof. Recall that SO+
1,n−1(R) consists of exactly those elements of Aut(Ln) which have determinant

1. It is hence sufficient to compose the maps U ∈ Aut(Ln), V ∈ Aut(Lm) obtained by application of
Theorem 3.4, if they have determinant −1, with a reflection of the last coordinate. This operation will
preserve the diagonal structure of UMV T .

Lemma 3.8. The eigenvalues of the matrix JnMJmMT are invariant with respect to scalings.

Proof. Let U ∈ Aut(Ln), V ∈ Aut(Lm). Since elements of Aut(Ln) preserve the form Jn, we have

det(Jn(UMV T )Jm(UMV T )T − λIn) = det(JnUM(V T JmV )MT UT − λIn)

= det(U−T JnMJmMT UT − λIn) = det(JnMJmMT − λIn).

Note that the eigenvalues of JnMJmMT are the squares of the diagonal elements of the canonical
form obtained in Theorem 3.4, appended with n−m zeros if n > m. Note also that the first min(n, m)
eigenvalues of this product are invariant under cyclic permutations of the factors.

Corollary 3.9. The coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of JnMJmMT , which are polynomial
in the entries of M , are invariant under scalings.

Lemma 3.10. Let M be a diagonal matrix. Then M is in Pn,m if and only if M00 ≥ |Mkk| for all
k = 1, . . . , min(n, m) − 1.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1 positivity of M is equivalent to nonnegativity of M00 and the existence of λ ≥ 0
such that M2

00 ≥ λ ≥ M2
kk for all k = 1, . . . , min(n, m) − 1. The lemma now follows readily.

The intersection of the cone Pn,m with the subspace of diagonal matrices is therefore a cone with
(hyper-)cubic section.

Lemma 3.11. The cone Sepn,m is contained in the cone Pn,m. If M ∈ Sepn,m and M ∈ ∂Pn,m, then
M must be of the form M = x′xT + y(y′)T , where x ∈ Lm, y ∈ Ln, x′ ∈ ∂Ln and y′ ∈ ∂Lm.

Proof. The first statement follows easily from the self-duality of Ln and Lm. Let us prove the second
one. Suppose M ∈ Sepn,m. Then M can be represented as a finite sum

∑N
k=1 xkyT

k with xk ∈ Ln,
yk ∈ Lm. If now M ∈ ∂Pn,m, then by Lemma 3.5 there exist nonzero vectors x̃ ∈ ∂Ln, ỹ ∈ ∂Lm such

that x̃T Mỹ =
∑N

k=1(x̃
T xk)(yT

k ỹ) = 0. But by self-duality of Ln we have x̃Txk ≥ 0, and by self-duality
of Lm ỹT yk ≥ 0 for all k. Therefore for any k either x̃T xk = 0 or ỹT yk = 0, which implies that either
xk is proportional to x′ = Jnx̃ or yk is proportional to y′ = Jmỹ. If we plug this into the representation
M =

∑N
k=1 xkyT

k , we obtain the required form for M .

Lemma 3.12. Let M be a diagonal matrix. Then M is in Sepn,m if and only if M00 ≥
min(n,m)−1∑

k=1

|Mkk|.

If M00 >
∑min(n,m)−1

k=1 |Mkk|, then M ∈ int Sepn,m.

Proof. By Lemma 3.10 the first inequality is necessary for separability of M . Let us proof sufficiency

by constructing an explicit separable representation. If M is diagonal with M00 ≥ ∑min(n,m)−1
k=1 |Mkk|,

then it can be represented as a convex conic combination of diagonal matrices Mk± = e00 ± ekk,
k = 1, . . . , min(n, m) − 1. However, any of the matrices Mk± is representable as the sum of two
separable rank 1 matrices, namely

2Mk+ = (en
0 +en

k )(em
0 +em

k )T +(en
0 −en

k )(em
0 −em

k )T , 2Mk− = (en
0 +en

k )(em
0 −em

k )T +(en
0 −en

k )(em
0 +em

k )T .

This proves the first part of the lemma.

Let now M be diagonal with M00 >
∑min(n,m)−1

k=1 |Mkk| and assume that M ∈ ∂Sepn,m. Then
there exists a nonzero linear functional L which separates M from Sepn,m. This functional will be an
element of Pn,m, because Pn,m is dual to Sepn,m. On the other hand, M is contained in the relative
interior of the intersection of Sepn,m with the subspace of diagonal matrices. Therefore the diagonal
elements of L have to be zero, in particular the corner element L00. It follows that L = 0, which leads
to a contradiction. Thus M ∈ int Sepn,m.
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The intersection of the cone Sepn,m with the subspace of diagonal matrices is hence a cone with
(hyper-)octahedral section.

Let M be an n × m real matrix. We now define a homogeneous polynomial P(M) of degree
2min(n,m)−1 in the nm entries of M . To this end we first consider the following homogeneous polynomial
of degree 2min(n,m)−1 in min(n, m) variables σ0, . . . , σmin(n,m)−1:

p(σ0, . . . , σmin(n,m)−1) =
∏

s∈{−1,1}min(n,m)−1


σ0 +

min(n,m)−1∑

k=1

skσk


 =

∏
(σ0±σ1±σ2±· · ·±σmin(n,m)−1).

Here sk are the elements of the vector s, which runs through the vertices of the (min(n, m) − 1)-
dimensional hypercube. For min(n, m) ≥ 3 (which we assume) the polynomial p is symmetric and
even. We can hence define a symmetric homogeneous polynomial q of degree 2min(n,m)−2 in min(n, m)
variables by setting q(σ2

0 , . . . , σ
2
min(n,m)−1) ≡ p(σ0, . . . , σmin(n,m)−1). We then define the polynomi-

al P by P(M) = q(λ1, . . . , λmin(n,m)), where λ1, . . . , λmin(n,m) are the first min(n, m) eigenvalues
of JnMJmMT . Since q is symmetric and homogeneous, P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
2min(n,m)−2 in the entries of JnMJmMT and hence a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2min(n,m)−1

in the entries of M . The following statement follows from Corollary 3.9.

Lemma 3.13. The polynomial P is invariant under scalings.

Theorem 3.14. If M ∈ int Sepn,m, then P(M) > 0. If M ∈ ∂Sepn,m, then P(M) = 0.

Proof. If M ∈ int Sepn,m, then M ∈ int Pn,m by Lemma 3.11. Hence by Theorem 3.4 we find a scaling
that transforms M in a diagonal matrix D, and P(M) = P(D). By construction we have

P(D) = p(D00, . . . , Dmin(n,m)−1,min(n,m)−1) =
∏

s∈{−1,1}min(n,m)−1


D00 +

min(n,m)−1∑

k=1

skDkk


 . (5)

M ∈ int Sepn,m also implies D ∈ int Sepn,m and D00 >
∑min(n,m)−1

k=1 |Dkk| by Lemma 3.12. But then
P(M) > 0 since all factors on the right-hand side of (5) are positive.

Let now M ∈ ∂Sepn,m. We consider two cases.
1. If M ∈ int Pn,m, then we can follow the same lines of reasoning as above. There exists a diagonal

matrix D ∈ ∂Sepn,m with P(M) = P(D) = p(D00, . . . , Dmin(n,m)−1,min(n,m)−1). However, by Lemma

3.12 we have D00 =
∑min(n,m)−1

k=1 |Dkk|. This means that at least one of the factors on the right-hand
side of (5) is zero, which yields P(M) = 0.

2. If M ∈ ∂Pn,m, then by Lemma 3.11 M = x′xT + y(y′)T , where x′ ∈ ∂Ln , y′ ∈ ∂Lm, x ∈ Lm

and y ∈ Ln. By appropriate normalization of x′, y′ (at the expense of multiplying x, y by nonnegative
constants) and rotations in the subspace spanned by the basis vectors en

1 , . . . , en
n−1 or em

1 , . . . , em
m−1,

respectively, (these rotations being scalings and hence not altering the value of P) we can achieve that
x′ = en

0 + en
1 , y′ = em

0 + em
1 ; and x and y lie in the subspaces spanned by em

0 , em
1 , em

2 and en
0 , en

1 , en
2 ,

respectively. We then obtain

M =




x0 + y0 x1 + y0 x2 01×(n−3)

x0 + y1 x1 + y1 x2 01×(n−3)

y2 y2 0 01×(n−3)

0(n−3)×1 0(n−3)×1 0(n−3)×1 0(n−3)×(n−3)


 .

Therefore at most three eigenvalues of JnMJmMT are nonzero, say λ1, λ2, λ3. We then can compute
P(M) explicitly. We have

p(σ0, σ1, σ2, 0, . . . , 0) = [(σ0 + σ1 + σ2)(σ0 + σ1 − σ2)(σ0 − σ1 + σ2)(σ0 − σ1 − σ2)]
2min(n,m)−3

= [σ4
0 + σ4

1 + σ4
2 − 2σ2

0σ
2
1 − 2σ2

0σ
2
2 − 2σ2

1σ
2
2 ]

2min(n,m)−3

and hence

P(M) = [λ2
1 + λ2

2 + λ2
3 − 2λ1λ2 − 2λ1λ3 − 2λ2λ3]

2min(n,m)−3

= [(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
2 − 4(λ1λ2 + λ1λ3 + λ2λ3)]

2min(n,m)−3

.

Replacing the symmetric functions in the eigenvalues by the appropriate polynomials in the coefficients
of the matrix JnMJmMT , which is given by




(x0 − x1)(2y0 + x0 + x1) − x2
2 (x0 − x1)(x0 + x1 + y0 + y1) − x2

2 (x0 − x1)y2 0
−(x0 − x1)(x0 + x1 + y0 + y1) + x2

2 −(x0 − x1)(2y1 + x0 + x1) + x2
2 −(x0 − x1)y2 0

−(x0 − x1)y2 −(x0 − x1)y2 0 0
0 0 0 0


 ,
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we obtain a polynomial that is identically zero in the remaining variables x0, x1, x2, y0, y1, y2.
This completes the proof.

Therefore the boundary of Sepn,m is described by the zero set of the polynomial P. More precisely,
consider the complement of the zero set of P. Then the interior of Sepn,m is the connected component
of this complement which contains the matrix e00.

Lemma 3.15. Let min(n, m) ≥ 3. Then the interior of Pn,m is described by the nonlinear matrix
inequality

∃ λ : MJmMT � λJn, M00 > 0. (6)

Proof. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that the interior of Pn,m is described by the nonlinear matrix
inequality

∃λ ≥ 0 : MJmMT � λJn, Mem
0 ∈ int Ln.

This matrix inequality implies (6). Let us show the converse implication. Suppose M fulfills (6). If
λ ≤ 0, then both matrices MJmMT and −λJn have at most one positive eigenvalue. Since m ≥ 3,
the matrix MJmMT − λJn cannot be positive definite and (6) is violated. It follows that λ > 0. For
any non-zero vector v ∈ Ln we then have vT MJmMT v > λvT Jnv ≥ 0. Hence either MT v ∈ int Lm

or MT v ∈ −int Lm . Since Ln \ {0} is connected, the map MT maps the whole set Ln \ {0} either to
int Lm or to −int Lm. By Lemma 3.5 MT is hence either in int Pm,n or in −int Pm,n. The inequality
M00 > 0 now yields MT ∈ int Pm,n and hence M ∈ int Pn,m.

Lemma 3.16. Let A, B be real symmetric matrices of size n × n, n ≥ 2. Suppose that the line
L = {A + λB | λ ∈ R} intersects the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, but not its interior. Then
the polynomial p(λ) = det(A + λB) has a real multiple root.

Proof. Assume without restriction of generality that A is positive semidefinite of rank k < n. If k = 0,
then p(λ) = λn detB and the lemma is proven. Assume hence that k > 0. By conjugation of both A, B
with a nonsingular matrix we can bring A to the form diag(1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0). Partition the matrix B
accordingly,

B =

(
B11 B12

BT
12 B22

)
.

Then we have p(λ) = det(Ik+λB11) det(λB22−λ2B12(Ik+λB11)
−1BT

12) = λn−k det(Ik+λB11) det(B22−
λB12(Ik +λB11)

−1BT
12). If n−k > 1, then p(λ) has a multiple zero at 0. Assume hence that k = n−1.

Both the cone of positive semidefinite matrices and the line L are convex, hence there exists a linear
functional that separates them. In other words, there exists a nonzero positive semidefinite matrix C
such that 〈A, C〉 = 〈B, C〉 = 0. But then C must be of rank 1. Since the images of A and C are
orthogonal, the only nonzero element of C is the lower right corner element. This implies B22 = 0 and
p(λ) = −λ2 det(In−1 + λB11)(B12(In−1 + λB11)

−1BT
12) also has a multiple zero at 0. This completes

the proof.

By Lemma 3.15 M ∈ int Pn,m if and only if M00 > 0 and the line {MJmMT +λJn | λ ∈ R} intersects
the interior of the cone of positive semidefinite matrices. Let now M ∈ ∂Pn,m. If M00 = 0, then M = 0
and the polynomial dM (λ) = det(MJmMT + λJn) has a multiple zero at λ = 0. If M00 > 0, then the
line {MJmMT + λJn | λ ∈ R} intersects the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, but not its interior
(otherwise we would have M ∈ int Pn,m). Then by the previous lemma the polynomial dM(λ) has a
multiple real zero.

Therefore ∂Pn,m is contained in the zero set of the discriminant of dM(λ). This discriminant D(M)
is now a polynomial in the entries of M . But D(M) is also zero at points in the interior of Pn,m, e.g.
the point e00, because for this point de00(λ) has a multiple zero at λ = 0. We use this fact to show that
for min(n, m) ≥ 3 there exists no polynomial in the entries of M that fulfills an analogue of Theorem
3.14 for the cone Pn,m.

Lemma 3.17. Let min(n, m) ≥ 3. Then there does not exist a polynomial Q(M) in the entries of M
such that if M ∈ int Pn,m, then Q(M) > 0 and if M ∈ ∂Pn,m, then Q(M) = 0.

Proof. Let first n = m = 3 and consider the following 2-dimensional affine subspace of the space of
real 3 × 3 matrices.

L =








2 0 a
a 1 + b 0
0 0 1 − b




∣∣∣∣∣∣
a, b ∈ R



 .
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We will identify the matrices in this subspace with the corresponding points (a, b) ∈ R2. Let PL =
L ∩ P3,3 be the intersection of the positive cone with this subspace. It is a compact set, which is
invariant with respect to reflections around the coordinate axes, i.e. the maps a 7→ −a and b 7→ −b.
We have

det







2 0 a
a 1 + b 0
0 0 1 − b


J3




2 a 0
0 1 + b 0
a 0 1 − b


 + λJ3




= λ3 + 2
(
3 − a2 + b2

)
λ2 +

(
9 − 2a2 + 6b2 + (a2 − b2)2

)
λ + 4(1 − b2)2.

The discriminant of this polynomial is a polynomial D(a, b) of degree 10 which contains only even powers
of a, b. We introduce new variables α, β and define the quintic polynomial d(α, β) by d(a2, b2) ≡ D(a, b).
It is given by

d(α, β) = −12β3α + 5β2α2 + 12β2α − 7β3α2 + 7β2α3 + 4β4α − 117βα2 + 252βα + 18βα3 − 4βα4

−118β3 + 180β2 + 20β4 − 81β − β5 − 9α2 + 23α3 − 4α4 + α5.

Define further a map µ : R2 → R2 by (a, b) 7→ (a2, b2). Then the image µ[PL] will be a compact
set in the closed positive orthant, bounded by the coordinate axes and an arc γ which lies in the
positive orthant and links the point (α∗, 0) to the point (0, 1), where α∗ ≈ 0.4186 is the real root of
the polynomial α3

∗ − 4α2
∗ + 23α∗ − 9. The image µ[∂PL] is the closure of γ. Therefore the polynomial

d(α, β) is zero on γ. Note also that d(0, 0) = 0. In fact, the zero set of d(α, β) is a connected algebraic
curve γ′ containing two ordinary cusps (singularities of the type f(x, y) = −x2 + y3). These two cusps
are the only real solutions of the algebraic equation system {d(α, β) = 0,∇d(α, β) = 0}. Hence, if we
complexify R2 to C2, then the curve γ′ turns out to be the intersection of the real space R2 with a
single Riemann surface Sd.

Suppose now that there exists a polynomial Q(M) that fulfills the conditions of the lemma. Then
its restriction to L will be a polynomial QL(a, b) in two variables. Define the polynomial qL(a, b) =
QL(a, b) + QL(−a, b) + QL(a,−b) + QL(−a,−b). This polynomial contains only even powers of each
variable and we have qL > 0 on int PL and qL = 0 on ∂PL, due to the symmetry of PL. Finally, define a
polynomial q(α, β) by q(a2, b2) ≡ qL(a, b). Then we have q(α, β) = 0 on the arc γ and q(0, 0) > 0. But
this is impossible, because if an analytic function on C2 is zero on γ, then by an analytic continuation
argument it has to be zero on the whole Riemann surface Sd, to which the point (0, 0) belongs.

This proves the lemma for the case n = m = 3.

If a polynomial Q(M) with the properties enumerated in the lemma would exist for some pair
(n, m) with min(n, m) ≥ 3, we could construct such a polynomial also for n = m = 3 by restricting
Q(M) to the subspace of matrices spanned by ekl, k, l = 0, 1, 2. As just shown, this is impossible.

Corollary 3.18. The cones Pn,m, min(n, m) ≥ 3, are not hyperbolic.

Let us resume the results of this section. We studied the possibility to simplify positive maps
by scaling. We showed that the interiors of Pn,m and Sepn,m consist of orbits containing diagonal
matrices. Moreover, the intersections of the subspace composed of the diagonal matrices with Pn,m

and Sepn,m, respectively, are polyhedral with a particularly simple description. This enabled us to
construct a polynomial P(M) whose zero set contains the boundary of Sepn,m in a way such that
Sepn,m is a connected component of the complement of this zero set.

4 Construction of the LMI describing Sepn,m

In this section we show that the polynomial P constructed in the previous section is hyperbolic,
with Sepn,m as the corresponding hyperbolic cone. This will be accomplished by furnishing a linear
mapping A : M 7→ A(M) which takes values in some space S of complex hermitian matrices, such that
the determinant detA(M) coincides with a power of the polynomial P(M). We first give a sketch of
the proof to clarify the main line of reasoning.

We need two ingredients for the proof. First, we have to show that the determinant of A(M)
coincides with a power of P(M) on the subspace composed of the diagonal matrices M . Second,
we have to find a representation G of the symmetry group SO+

1,n−1(R) × SO+
1,m−1(R) as a group

of automorphisms of the space S. This subgroup of Aut(S) has to preserve the determinant on S.
Moreover, the representation G has to mimic the action of SO+

1,n−1(R) × SO+
1,m−1(R) on the entries

of M . This means that for any n × m matrix M and any (U, V ) ∈ SO+
1,n−1(R) × SO+

1,m−1(R) the

relation G(U, V )[A(M)] = A(UMV T ) holds. Note that the action of the product group SO+
1,n−1(R)×

SO+
1,m−1(R) on the space of real n× m matrices is the tensor product of the actions of the individual
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restricted special orthogonal groups on Rn, Rm, respectively. Since the spin group Spin1,n−1(R) is a

twofold cover of SO+
1,n−1(R) with kernel ±1, it therefore suggests itself to look for representations of

Spin1,n−1(R), Spin1,m−1(R) as subgroups Gn, Gm of appropriate special linear groups and to construct
A as some tensor product Bn ⊗Bm, where Bn,Bm are linear mappings from Rn, Rm to smaller factor
spaces of complex hermitian matrices. This means that we define A on rank 1 matrices M = xyT as
A(xyT ) = Bn(x)⊗Bm(y). An element g ∈ Gn would then act on the first factor space like B 7→ gBg∗,
and this action would have to mimic the action of SO+

1,n−1(R) on Rn; similar for the second factor
space. Such an action arises in a natural way, namely as action (3) on the vector space V underlying
the Clifford algebra Cl1,n−1(R). It is then obvious to use a representation of the whole Clifford algebra
Cl1,n−1(R) itself. But then we have to represent the elements of V as hermitian matrices, whereas
there are elements of V that square to −1. Hence such a direct approach is not possible.

Nevertheless, this situation can be remedied by making use of Theorem 2.10. We are interested in
the representations of the spin group Spin1,s−1(R) (s = n, m). Let hence p = 1, q = s−1. By Theorem
2.10, Spin1,s−1(R) can be considered as a subgroup of the Clifford algebra Cls−1(R), namely Ω′. This
algebra also contains the space Rs, equipped with a quadratic form of signature (1, s − 1), where the
spin group is acting on. This is the subspace Y spanned by 1 and the generators of the algebra. Since
we have the two different values n, m of s in mind, we will attach a subscript to Y and Ω′ in the sequel.

We thus look for a complex matrix representation of the Clifford algebra Cls−1(R) such that its
generators are represented by hermitian matrices and the image Ω′

s of the spin group is a subgroup
of the special linear group. The former property also guarantees that the transposition in Cls−1(R)
becomes the ordinary hermitian transpose. Let us present such a representation.

We start by defining the Pauli matrices

σ1 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, σ2 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ3 =

(
0 i
−i 0

)
.

These matrices generate the well-known Pauli algebra, which is simply the algebra C(2) of complex
2 × 2 matrices and is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra Cl3(R). The Pauli matrices play the role of
the generators of Cl3(R), in particular they anticommute and square to the identity. For convenience
we also define σ0 = I2. Further we define multi-indexed matrices by σk1k2...kν

= σk1 ⊗ σk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σkν
,

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Hence σk1k2...kν
will be of size 2ν × 2ν. Multiplication of

multi-indexed matrices happens index by index, σk1k2...kν
σl1l2...lν = (σk1σl1)⊗(σk2σl2 )⊗· · ·⊗(σkν

σlν ).
Observe that any multi-indexed matrix is hermitian and squares to the identity σ0...0 (because the σk

are hermitian and square to the identity). Moreover, any two multi-indexed matrices either commute
or anticommute, depending on the number of anticommuting index pairs. In particular, we have the
following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. For a fixed length ν of the index set, all Kronecker squares σk1k2...kν
⊗ σk1k2...kν

=
σk1k2...kνk1k2...kν

commute and hence share a common orthogonal set of eigenvectors.

The trace of a multi-indexed matrix σk1k2...kν
is the product

∏ν
j=1(tr σkj

). Since the Pauli matrices
are traceless, the trace of a multi-indexed matrix will be zero unless all indices kj are zero.

Let us now define a representation Rs of the Clifford algebra Cls−1(R) by such multi-indexed
matrices. The length ν of the index set will be ν = [(s−1)/2]. The representation maps the generators
f1, . . . , fs−1 of the algebra as

1 7→ σ0...0; fk 7→ σ
⊗(ν−(k+1)/2)
0 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ

⊗(k−1)/2
3 , if 2 - k, k < s− 1;

fk 7→ σ
⊗(ν−k/2)
0 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ

⊗(k/2−1)
3 , if 2 | k; fs−1 7→ σ3...3, 2 | s.

Here σ⊗k
j denotes the k-fold Kronecker product σj ⊗ σj ⊗ · · · ⊗ σj. For example, for n = 5 (n = 6) we

have
1 7→ σ00, f1 7→ σ01, f2 7→ σ02, f3 7→ σ13, f4 7→ σ23, (f5 7→ σ33).

For even s we define also another representation R′
s, which differs from Rs by a sign change in the

representation of the last generator, R′
s : fs−1 7→ −σ3...3.

Remark 4.2. The representations Rs◦Θ−1,R′
s◦Θ−1 are the irreducible representations of Spin1,s−1(R)

mentioned in Theorem 2.11.

Lemma 4.3. The representations Rs,R′
s map the space Ys ⊂ Cls−1(R) to subspaces of hermitian

matrices of size 2[(s−1)/2] × 2[(s−1)/2]. The subgroup Ω′
s is mapped to subgroups Gs, G

′
s of the special

linear group SL(2[(s−1)/2], C).
For any (pseudo-)rotation U ∈ SO+

1,s−1(R) of Ys there exists an element x ∈ Ω′
s such that for any

y ∈ Ys we have Rs(U(y)) = gRs(y)g∗ , R′
s(U(y)) = g′R′

s(y)g′
∗
, where g = Rs(x) ∈ Gs, g′ = R′

s(x) ∈
G′

s. Moreover, detRs(U(y)) = detRs(y) and detR′
s(U(y)) = detR′

s(y).
Here g∗ denotes the complex conjugate transpose of g.
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Proof. The subspace Ys ⊂ Cls−1(R) is spanned by 1 and the generators fk, which are mapped to
hermitian multi-indexed matrices σk1...kν

. Hence Rs[Ys], R′
s[Ys] are subspaces of hermitian matrices.

By Theorem 2.10 the Lie algebra of Ω′
s is represented in Cls−1(R) by the subspace spanned by the fk

and their products fkfl. However, among the matrices Rs(fk),Rs(fk)Rs(fl) there are no multiples of
the identity, and therefore the image of the Lie algebra under Rs and R′

s is traceless. This implies
that Ω′

s is represented as a subgroup of the special linear group.
Let U ∈ SO+

1,s−1(R) and choose an element x ∈ Ω′
s such that ς ′x = U . This is possible by Theorem

2.10. Then U(y) = xyxt for all y ∈ Ys and g∗ = Rs(x
t), g′

∗
= R′

s(x
t). Note that by the above

det g = det g′ = 1. The second paragraph of the lemma then follows from the fact that Rs, R′
s are

representations of Cls−1(R).

The action of Aut(Ln) × Aut(Lm) on the space of real n × m matrices, which is isomorphic to
Rn ⊗ Rm, can be represented as tensor product of the action of Aut(Ln) on Rn with the action
of Aut(Lm) on Rm. In other words, if x ∈ Rn, y ∈ Rm, M = x ⊗ y = xyT and U ∈ Aut(Ln),
V ∈ Aut(Ln), then the result of the action of (U, V ) on M is just UMV T = Ux(V y)T = (Ux)⊗ (V y).

Let us identify the space of n × m matrices with Yn ⊗ Ym, in a way such that the quadratic forms
on Yn and Ym coincide with the quadratic forms Jn and Jm on the factor spaces Rn, Rm. Namely,
we identify ekl, k = 0, . . . , n − 1, l = 0, . . . , m − 1, with fn

k ⊗ fm
l , where for convenience we put

fn
0 = 1 ∈ Cln−1(R), fm

0 = 1 ∈ Clm−1(R); fn
k , k = 1, . . . , n − 1 are the generators of Cln−1(R) and

fm
l , l = 1, . . . , m − 1 are the generators of Clm−1(R). Define νn = [(n − 1)/2] and νm = [(m − 1)/2].

The tensored map Rn ⊗Rm then maps Yn ⊗ Ym to the space of 2νn+νm × 2νn+νm complex hermitian
matrices. The preceding lemma then yields the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Let U ∈ SO+
1,n−1(R), V ∈ SO+

1,m−1(R). Then there exist elements xU ∈ Ω′
n, xV ∈ Ω′

m

such that (Rn ⊗ Rm)(UMV T ) = g[(Rn ⊗ Rm)(M)]g∗, where g = Rn(xU) ⊗ Rm(xV ) ∈ Gn ⊗ Gm.
Moreover, det g = 1 and det[(Rn ⊗Rm)(UMV T )] = det[(Rn ⊗Rm)(M)]. A similar statement holds
for the tensor map Rn ⊗R′

m.

We construct the mapping A as follows.
For odd min(n, m), A = Rn ⊗Rm. Writing the definition out, we get

A(M) =

n−1∑

k=0

m−1∑

l=0

MklRn(fn
k ) ⊗Rm(fm

l ).

For even min(n, m) and n ≥ m, A will be defined as the direct sum (Rn ⊗ Rm) ⊕ (Rn ⊗ R′
m).

This means that for any M the matrix A(M) is block-diagonal with two blocks, one of them being the
image of M under Rn ⊗Rm and the other the image under Rn ⊗ R′

m. Let A1,A2 be the mappings
taking M to the individual blocks. Writing the definitions out, we get

A1(M) =

n−1∑

k=0

m−1∑

l=0

MklR(fn
k ) ⊗R(fm

l ), A2(M) =

n−1∑

k=0

m−1∑

l=0

MklR(fn
k ) ⊗R′(fm

l ).

For even min(n, m) and n < m, A will be defined as the direct sum (Rn ⊗Rm) ⊕ (R′
n ⊗Rm).

By Lemmas 3.13, 4.4 and Corollary 3.7 we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let M ∈ int Pn,m. Then there exists a diagonal matrix M ′ ∈ int Pn,m such that P(M) =
P(M ′) and detA(M) = detA(M ′).

It now rests to show that detA(M) is a power of P(M) on the subspace of diagonal matrices M .
In the sequel we will consider operators A for different pairs of dimensions (n, m). Let As be the

operator A corresponding to square matrices of size s × s. Define A1
s, A2

s similarly. However, we will
identify notationally the matrices ekk of different sizes to avoid an overloading with indices. The sizes
of ekk will be determined by the operators that are acting on them, so a confusion is not possible.

Lemma 4.6. Let s = min(n, m). For all k = 0, . . . , s − 1, the matrices A(ekk) share the common
Kronecker factor I2|νn−νm| and can after a possible common rearrangement of rows and columns be
represented as Kronecker product I2|νn−νm| ⊗As(ekk).

Proof. Let us introduce the following notation. If A, B are hermitian matrices and there exists a
permutation matrix P such that B = PAP T , then we write A ∼ B. Note that A ∼ B yields
det A = detB and that the rearrangement of factors in a Kronecker product amounts to conjugation
with a permutation matrix.

An exchange of n and m amounts to an exchange of Kronecker factors, so we assume without
restriction of generality that n ≥ m. Let us consider two cases.
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1. s = min(n, m) = m is odd. From the definition of Rn,Rm we have that Rn(fn
k ) = I2νn−νm ⊗

Rm(fm
k ) for all k = 0, . . . , m− 1. But then

A(ekk) = Rn(fn
k ) ⊗Rm(fm

k ) = I2νn−νm ⊗Rm(fm
k ) ⊗Rm(fm

k ) = I2νn−νm ⊗Am(ekk),

which proves the lemma for this case.
2. s = min(n, m) = m is even. If n = m, then the lemma holds trivially. Assume n > m. This

implies νn > νm. We have again Rn(fn
k ) = I2νn−νm ⊗Rm(fm

k ) = I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ σ0 ⊗Rm(fm
k ), but only

for all k = 0, . . . , m − 2. For k = m − 1 we have Rn(fn
m−1) = I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ Rm(fm

m−1). Let us
rearrange the Kronecker factors in order to make the singled out σ0 or σ1 the first factor. Then we
obtain

Rn(fn
k ) = [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗Rm(fm

k )] ⊕ [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗Rm(fm
k )]

= [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗Rm(fm
k )] ⊕ [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗R′

m(fm
k )], if k ≤ m− 2,

Rn(fn
m−1) ∼ [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗Rm(fm

m−1)] ⊕ [−I2νn−νm−1 ⊗Rm(fm
m−1)]

= [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗Rm(fm
m−1)] ⊕ [I2νn−νm−1 ⊗R′

m(fm
m−1)].

After a further rearrangement of blocks in the obtained block-diagonal structure this gives the relation
Rn ∼ I2νn−νm−1 ⊗(Rm⊕R′

m). Since the rearrangement of blocks was the same for all k = 0, . . . , m−1,
this relation is valid on the whole subspace of diagonal matrices M . We get further

A1 = Rn ⊗Rm ∼ I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ (Rm ⊕R′
m) ⊗Rm = I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ ((Rm ⊗Rm) ⊕ (R′

m ⊗Rm))

∼ I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ (A1
m ⊕A2

m),

A2 = Rn ⊗R′
m ∼ I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ (Rm ⊕R′

m) ⊗R′
m = I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ ((Rm ⊗R′

m) ⊕ (R′
m ⊗R′

m))

= I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ (A2
m ⊕A1

m).

The last relation is due to the equality R′
m⊗R′

m = Rm⊗Rm, which is valid on all ekk, k = 0, . . . , m−1
and hence on the whole subspace of diagonal matrices. Summarizing, we get

A = A1 ⊕A2 ∼ I2νn−νm−1 ⊗ (A1
m ⊕A2

m ⊕A2
m ⊕A1

m) ∼ I2νn−νm ⊗ (A1
m ⊕A2

m) = I2νn−νm ⊗Am.

This proves the lemma also for this case.

Corollary 4.7. Let M be a diagonal matrix of size n × m. Put s = min(n, m) and define Mtr

as the truncation of M to a square matrix of size s × s. Then, after a possible rearrangement
of rows and columns, A(M) can be written as I2|νn−νm| ⊗ As(Mtr). In particular, detA(M) =

(detAs(Mtr))
(2|νn−νm|).

In view of this corollary, it suffices to consider the case when n = m = min(n, m) if we study the
determinant of A(M). We will hence assume m = n in the sequel.

By Lemma 4.1 it follows that the matrices An(ekk), k = 0, . . . , n−1, share a common orthogonal set
V of eigenvectors. In the basis defined by V the matrix An(M) will be diagonal for all diagonal matrices
M . The eigenvectors in V are Kronecker products of elements of the common set of eigenvectors of
σ00, σ11, σ22, σ33, which is given by the columns of the matrix




1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1
1 −1 0 0


 .

In the corresponding basis σll (l = 0, 1, 2, 3) becomes diag(dl), where the dl are the columns of the
matrix 



1 1 1 −1
1 1 −1 1
1 −1 1 1
1 −1 −1 −1


 . (7)

The vector of diagonal elements of An(ekk) in the basis defined by V will be given by Kronecker
products of the dl, l = 0, 1, 2, 3. Hence the eigenvalues of An(ekk) can only be ±1.

Let λv
k be the eigenvalue of An(ekk) associated to the common eigenvector v ∈ V.

Lemma 4.8. All eigenvalues of An(e00) equal 1. The vector (λv
1 , . . . , λ

v
n−1) runs through all 2n−1

possible combinations of ±1 if v runs through the set V.
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Proof. The first assertion of the lemma is clear. The second one will be proven by induction over n.
We begin with n = 3. The representation R3 is defined by 1 7→ σ0, f1 7→ σ1, f2 7→ σ2. Hence

A3(e00) = σ00, A3(e11) = σ11, A3(e22) = σ22. The eigenvalues of these three matrices are given by the
first 3 columns of matrix (7). While the first column, which corresponds to A3(e00), consists entirely
of 1’s, the next two columns indeed present all 4 possible combinations of ±1.

Induction step from odd n − 1 to even n. Let n be even, and suppose the lemma holds for n − 1.
Then we have two representations Rn,R′

n of the Clifford algebra Cln−1(R) and two subblocks A1
n,A2

n

of the matrix An. Since νn−1 = νn, we have Rn(fn
k ) = R′

n(fn
k ) = Rn−1(f

n−1
k ) for k = 0, . . . , n − 2.

Therefore An−1(ekk) = A1
n(ekk) = A2

n(ekk) for k = 0, . . . , n − 2. Further, we have A1
n(en−1,n−1) =

−A2
n(en−1,n−1) = σ

⊗(n−2)
3 . The matrices A1

n(ekk),A2
n(ekk), k = 0, . . . , n − 1 therefore have the same

set of eigenvectors, but the eigenvalues of A1
n(en−1,n−1),A2

n(en−1,n−1) have each time opposite sign,
whereas the eigenvalues of A1

n(ekk),A2
n(ekk), k = 1, . . . , n−2 are the same. But An−1(ekk) = A1

n(ekk) =
A2

n(ekk), hence by the assumption of the induction the eigenvalues of A1
n(ekk),A2

n(ekk), k = 1, . . . , n−2
both run through all possible combinations of ±1. Therefore the vector (λv

1 , . . . , λ
v
n−2) runs two times

through all possible combinations of ±1 if v runs through V, whereas λv
n−1, λ

v′

n−1 have opposite signs

whenever (λv
1 , . . . , λ

v
n−2) = (λv′

1 , . . . , λv′

n−2). This proves the assertion of the lemma.

Induction step from odd n− 2 to odd n. Let n be odd, and suppose the lemma holds for n− 2. Let

W be the common set of eigenvectors of An−2(f
n−2
k ), k = 1, . . . , n− 3 and σ

⊗(n−3)
3 . Let us enumerate

the vectors w ∈ W in some way and define a 2n−3 × (n − 3) matrix (Wjk) in the following way. The
element Wjk will be the eigenvalue of the matrix An−2(f

n−2
k ) associated with the eigenvector wj ∈ W.

By the assumption of the induction the rows of W run through all 2n−3 possible combinations of

±1. Define further a column vector w of length 2n−3 putting wj equal to the eigenvalue of σ
⊗(n−3)
3

associated with the eigenvector wj ∈ W.
We have by definition Rn(fn

k ) = σ0 ⊗ Rn−2(f
n−2
k ) for k = 0, . . . , n − 3 and Rn(fn

n−2) = σ1 ⊗
σ
⊗((n−3)/2)
3 , Rn(fn

n−1) = σ2 ⊗ σ
⊗((n−3)/2)
3 . A common rearrangement of Kronecker factors then yields

An(fn
k ) ∼ σ00 ⊗ An−2(f

n−2
k ) for k = 0, . . . , n − 3 and An(fn

n−2) ∼ σ11 ⊗ σ
⊗(n−3)
3 , An(fn

n−1) ∼
σ22 ⊗ σ

⊗(n−3)
3 . Thus the vectors in V can be arranged in such a way that the 2n−1 × n matrix (Vjk)

defined componentwise by Vjk = λ
vj

k has the form

V = (d0 ⊗W d1 ⊗ w d2 ⊗ w) .

Observing, as for the case n = 3, than d1, d2 form all possible combinations of the two remaining ±1,
one completes the proof.

The following corollary now follows immediately from the definition (5) of P(M) for diagonal
matrices M .

Corollary 4.9. Let n = m ≥ 3. Then on the subspace of diagonal matrices M we have detA(M) ≡
P(M).

From Corollary 4.7 we obtain the following.

Corollary 4.10. For general n, m ≥ 3, on the subspace of diagonal matrices M we have detA(M) ≡
P(M)(2

|νn−νm|).

Theorem 4.11. Let min(n, m) ≥ 3. A matrix M is contained in Sepn,m if and only if A(M) � 0.

The cone Sepn,m is hyperbolic, defined by the hyperbolic polynomial P(M). The power P(M)(2
|νn−νm|)

of this polynomial coincides with the determinant of the matrix A(M). For odd min(n, m) the matrix
A(M) has size 2νm+νn . For even min(n, m) it decomposes in two subblocks A1(M),A2(M) of size
2νm+νn each. Here νm = [m−1

2 ], νn = [n−1
2 ].

Proof. By Lemma 4.5, the relation detA(M) ≡ P(M)(2
|νn−νm|) holds on the whole interior of the cone

Pn,m, and hence on the whole nm-dimensional space of real n × m matrices. Clearly detA(M) is a
hyperbolic polynomial. It follows that P is also hyperbolic, and their positive cones coincide. The
interior of the cone Sepn,m is by Theorem 3.14 a connected component of the complement to the zero
set of P. But e00 ∈ int Sepn,m and A(e00) is the identity matrix and hence positive definite. Therefore
Sepn,m must coincide with the positive cone defined by detA(M), and hence by P.

In particular, A[Sepn,m] is a section of the positive semidefinite matrix cone. From this it is
straightforward to construct an LMI defining Pn,m. For odd min(n, m) this cone can be described as a
projection of the cone of 2νm+νn × 2νm+νn positive semidefinite complex hermitian matrices. For even
min(n, m) it is a sum of two projections of the cone of 2νm+νn ×2νm+νn positive semidefinite hermitian
matrices.
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5 Conclusions

In this contribution we have constructed LMI’s describing the cone of Lorentz-Lorentz separable ele-
ments and the cone of linear maps taking a Lorentz cone Lm to another Lorentz cone Ln. The size of
the LMI’s, however, is exponential in the dimensions of the Lorentz cones. This is due to the fact that
the LMI was constructed using exact representations of the spin group Spin1,n−1(R), which is a two-fold
cover (and a universal cover for n ≥ 4) of the connected subgroup of Aut(Ln), the automorphism group
of the Lorentz cone. This spin group has only exact representations of exponential size, whereas the
group Aut(Ln) itself trivially has representations of the same dimension as the Lorentz cone. However,
embeddings of the automorphism group in the automorphism group of a positive semidefinite matrix
cone are of quadratic nature (the group element acting as v 7→ gvg∗) and therefore naturally bring the
two-fold covering group into play.

The result suggests that algebraic properties of symmetry groups, in particular their representations,
play a major role in the study of separable cones. Let us stress, however, that the presented result
relies on the exceptional richness of the scaling group for the case of Lorentz cones, which allowed to
reduce the dimensions of the considered cones from nm to min(n, m). Such a reduction is not possible
for separable matrix cones. For min(n, m) = 3, 4 the constructed LMI coincides with the well-known
semidefinite descriptions for 2 × 2 bipartite separable matrices in the real symmetric and the complex
hermitian case. It also lets these descriptions appear from a new angle of view, linking them to the
irreducible representations of the spin group and explaining the additional appearance of the partial
transpose in the complex hermitian case with the existence of a second irreducible representation of
the spin group Spin1,3(R). For this case there exist many proofs, even solely by dimensional arguments
[10]. Leonid Gurvits provided a proof that is based on scaling [9].

The question whether there exists an LMI description of Pn,m and Sepn,m of polynomial size
remains open, however. In the case n = m the presented description of Sepn,m is the simplest one if
one restricts the search to sections of positive semidefinite matrix cones, because the hyperoctahedral
section of Sepn,n corresponding to diagonal matrices has already 2n−1 faces of codimension 1. The
cone Pn,m cannot at all be described as such a section for min(n, m) ≥ 3 and is not hyperbolic.
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